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Why do we need a bed sterilizer ? 



Infection control is a top priority for everyone working in healthcare 
environments. 
NICE has estimated that 300,000 patients a year in England develop a 
healthcare-associated infection (HCAI). 
However, these figures only included NHS facilities – where HCAI was found to 
cost over £1 billion per year – so the true scale of the issue across the entire 
healthcare sector is likely to far exceed the NICE estimate.

Why do we need a bed sterilizer ?



WHAT IS HCAI?

Healthcare-associated infection covers any infection that develops as a direct 
result of medical intervention, e.g. surgical treatment, or indirectly as a result of 
being in contact with a healthcare setting e.g. a hospital or care home.

Due to the prevalence and cost of HCAI, both to patient wellbeing and financially, 
healthcare professionals work hard to comply with infection prevention and 
control policy.

Individual policies may vary slightly to suit the needs of a specific facility, but all 
policies will include guidelines for personal hygiene e.g. handwashing, proper 
disposal of single-use equipment, and maintenance of reusable equipment –
including mattresses.

This means that proper mattress decontamination isn’t just important, it’s 
actually a requirement in many healthcare settings.
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What is bed sterilizer ? 



22 Years' Professional Experience in Medical Filed

With 22 years' professional accumulation in medical field, BEST Tech is established to

provide leading medical air purification, hospital bed disinfection, space and surface

disinfection and other solutions to hospital and non-hospital filed including designing,

installation, commissioning, maintenance, service and IT monitoring service.

About us



Real-time view of work process

Product Overview

BEST/SCX Hospital Bed Sterilizer adopts ozone as the disinfection
agent and to reach disinfection, deodorazation, and bleaching.
It has the characteristics of quick disinfection, no dead angles, no
damage to the processed items, and convenient operaiton.

Working Principle

The air in the bed cover is drawn out till nearly vaccum to provide
better penetration and contact of disinfect agent, then O3 is
delivered into the cover/bag for disinfection. Afterward, O3 is
pumped out and decomposed into oxygen by catalyst filter.



About Ozone technology

Ozone technology is an alternative to conventional thermal washing machines. It uses a

natural, cold water ozone laundry process rather than hot water and harsh bleaching agents.

The Department of Health and the FDA have validated ozone technology has a highly effective

decontamination method. The ozone dissolves in water and then disinfects by oxidising

microbial cells – destroying such as MRSA, E. coli,

Norovirus and C. difficile spores.



Benefits of Ozone technology

Ozone technology has several key advantages over traditional decontamination methods:

Eco-friendly: using cold water and avoiding harsh chemicals reduces the environmental

impact.

Fast: Ozone technology destroys bacteria 3,200x faster than chlorine solutions. So, you can

get your mattresses back in use quicker.

Extends mattress life: Harsh chemicals and high temperatures can damage the mattress as

well as the environment. Ozone technology avoids both and so can significantly increase the

lifespan of mattresses.



Product advantages 



7-inch large screen human-computer interaction

Intuitive operation

Disinfection parameter setting

Disinfection record query



One-key disinfection

User Mode

Time parameters can be set by themselves. 

After the mode and parameters are determined, press the 

corresponding start button to enter the corresponding automatic 

disinfection program according to the disinfection target. 

The disinfection indicator light is on, and the bedding or mattress can 

be disinfected. It runs automatically without any other operations. 

Automatically memorize the last working mode 
ensuring  "one-key disinfection" when used again



Ozone analysis + adsorption, double purification

Ozone analysis Activated carbon adsorption

After the disinfection process, the 

working gas is purified by the dual 

functions of analysis and activated 

carbon adsorption, with no residue 

and no secondary pollution

*Effect diagram



Optional
Enhancing Monitor (optional)



Alloy material, durable





Monitoring & Management System



Organization (optional)



6 Innovations



Features



Qualification & related test reports





Ozone analysis + adsorption
Double effect, lower residue

kindly contact us for more detail 

Patented technology inspection report
Breaking through technical barriers




